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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is a current known limitation when integrating IBM Lotus
Quickr 8.5.1 with IBM Lotus iNotes?
A. Users cannot save an attachment in mail they receive to a
Lotus Quickr place.
B. Lotus Quickr integration is not available for Lotus iNotes
when users are offline or accessing a local archive database.
C. Users cannot view Lotus Quickr links in messages sent to
them.
D. Users cannot add a Lotus Quickr place from within their
Lotus iNotes user preferences.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Sie haben eine Datenbank, die die folgenden Tabellen enthÃ¤lt:
Sie mÃ¼ssen eine Liste aller Kunden-IDs und das Datum der
letzten Bestellung jedes Kunden erstellen. Wenn der Kunde keine
Bestellungen aufgegeben hat, mÃ¼ssen Sie das Datum 1. Januar
1900 zurÃ¼ckgeben. Die Spaltennamen mÃ¼ssen CustomerID und

LastOrderDate sein.
Welche vier Transact-SQL-Segmente sollten Sie zur Entwicklung
der LÃ¶sung verwenden? Verschieben Sie zum Beantworten die
entsprechenden Transact-SQL-Segmente aus der Liste der
Transact-SQL-Segmente in den Antwortbereich und ordnen Sie sie
in der richtigen Reihenfolge an.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: SELECT..COALESCE...
The COALESCE function evaluates the arguments in order and
returns the current value of the first expression that
initially does not evaluate to NULL.
Box 2: ..LEFT OUTER JOIN..
The LEFT JOIN (LEFT OUTER JOIN) keyword returns all rows from
the left table (table1), with the matching rows in the right
table (table2). The result is NULL in the right side when there
is no match. A customer might have no orders so the right table
must be allowed have a NULL value.
Box 3: ON c.custid = o.custid
We JOIN on the custID column, which is available in both
tables.
Box 4: GROUP BY c.custid
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms189499(v=sql.110)
.aspx
http://www.w3schools.com/sql/sql_join_left.asp

NEW QUESTION: 3
After performing a clean shut down of the database instance for
maintenance, you mount the database and then execute a command
to open the database:
SQL&gt; ALTER DATABASE OPEN;
Which two statements are true? (Choose two.)
A. The path and existence of all the log file members are
checked
B. Instance recovery is performed before opening the database
C. The online redo log files and online data files are opened
D. All the online data files headers are checked for
consistency
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A pair of Jump sneakers costs $60 and a pair of Speed sneakers
costs $45. For the two pairs of sneakers
to be the same price

A. the price of a pair of Jump sneakers must decrease by 33%.
B. the price of a pair of Jump sneakers must decrease by 15%.
C. the price of a pair of Jump sneakers must decrease by 25%.
D. the price of a pair of Speed sneakers must increase by 25%.
E. the price of a pair of Speed sneakers must increase by 15%.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Jump sneakers cost $60 $45 = $15 more, or more than Speed
sneakers. Speed sneakers
cost $15 less, or less than Jump sneakers. For the two pairs of
sneakers to be the same
price, either the price of Speed sneakers must increase by33or
the price of Jump sneakers must decrease
by25.
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